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Alexander Campbell’s famous sentence, “In the house of God
there is always the table of the Lord,” embodies the essence of StoneCampbell Eucharistic theology and practice.1 This simple sentence
describes the weekly celebration of the Lord’s Supper on the Lord’s
Day in the presence of God as a joyous feast.
The “house of God” is the weekly assembly of the saints
where God and his people meet. Those assembled “must feel”
themselves as “specially [sic] in the presence of the Lord, not as on
other days or in other places.” 2 Campbell possessed “a deep and solemn
conviction that the [assembly] is the house of God—the temple of the
Holy Spirit—and that we are, especially and emphatically, in the
presence of the Lord while we are engaged in his worship.” Every
occasion of the “assemblies of the saints” is a “meeting with the
Lord.”3
Against the backdrop of Scottish Presbyterianism and
Independents as well as in the context of a typological hermeneutic,
“table” is a significant theological and liturgical term for Campbell.
Extending the typological hermeneutic by recalling the language of
Leviticus 23, Campbell calls the day of “assembly” a “day of rest, of
peace, of joy, a festival sacred to the Lord.”4 Presbyterian sacramental
solemnities, whether Scottish or American, were often characterized by
the intense practice of penitential spiritual disciplines, including
_________
*This paper was presented at the meeting of the StoneCampbell Dialogue in June 2007 at University Christian Church,
Austin, Texas.
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meditation on Christ’s sufferings, self-examination, and sorrow.5 It was
a solemn, even dreadful, occasion. Campbell complained the Supper
had become “religious penance, accompanied by morose piety...
expressed in…sad countenances on sundry days of humiliation, fasting
and preparation.6 The sacramental habits of his contemporaries,
according to Campbell, summon “mourners to the house of sorrow”
and it is “as sad as a funeral parade.”7 For Campbell himself, however,
“table” was not only a real gathering around a table, but saturated with
festive joy. Christ “did not assemble them to weep, and wail, and starve
with him,” Campbell writes. “No, he commands them to rejoice
always, and bids them eat and drink abundantly.” We assemble to “eat
and drink with him” at his table.8 The table is a moment when disciples
are “honored with a seat at the King’s table” where they “eat in his
presence” and “in honor of his love.”9
Yet, despite this language and a Reformed theological
orientation which confessed the Supper as a “means of grace,” the
dominant language of the early Stone-Campbell Movement and among
Churches of Christ is commemorative, even “simply commemorative.”10 The problem here is not Zwinglianism but, as Fikes has
demonstrated, Lockean “common sense philosophy” which “hindered
the vibrant practice of communion.” 11 The rational categories of
Lockean epistemology did not permit the full vigor of a Calvinian
understanding of the spiritual dynamic of the Supper to fully enrich
Campbell’s understanding of the Supper. Only later when those
categories were recognized and in some sense transcended, as with
Robert Richardson and Robert Milligan, was a more sacramental
theology possible.12 It is present in Campbell, I believe, but his default
mode of thinking tended to epistemologically delimit the meaning of
the table. The Lord’s Supper is more of an “argument” for the gospel
rather than the experience of divine communion.13
Churches of Christ in the 20th Century
The table in both its form and function is eclipsed in the 20 th
century. There are, perhaps, several logistical reasons for this. The
introduction of individual communion cups, the practice of being
served by deacons or others in the pews, and the construction of
buildings whose architecture and furniture arrangement were more
auditory than participatory contributed to the loss of table form.
Moreover, not only did the table form disappear, but by the end of the
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20th century the table itself was no longer a piece of liturgical furniture
in some Churches of Christ. For these congregations the table has
disappeared into the foyer of the auditorium and the congregation is
served from the rear.
In addition, Churches of Christ lost the festive joy of the table
envisioned by Campbell. The meaning and practice of the Supper
returned to what Campbell described as a “house of sorrow” or a
“funeral parade.” Churches of Christ in the early 20 th century were even
more saturated with rational Enlightenment categories than were the
founders of the Stone-Campbell Movement and their immediate
ancestors in the late 19th century. When it came to the positive
ordinances of the gospel, baptism and the Lord’s Supper, they
emphasized law, obedience and reason.
On September 30, 1915 A. B. Lipscomb, the editor of the
Gospel Advocate, published a special issue on the Lord’s Supper.14
These articles, with various additions, were printed as a pamphlet by
the Gospel Advocate Company five times from 1917 to 1972. As a
guide to the meaning and celebration of the Lord’s Supper, including
model “Table Talks,” it provides a relevant case study for the theology
and practice of the Lord’s Supper among Churches of Christ in the
early 20th century.
Churches of Christ have generally focused on two dimensions
of the table theology. The Lord’s Supper is commemorative (memorial,
monumental) and declarative (testimonial, proclamation). 15 Both of
these are primarily cognitive and anthropocentric categories. We
remember and we proclaim. Through this cognitive process, we
contemplate the death of Christ and when we do this together we
proclaim the Lord’s death. 16
Others, however, did insist on a spiritual dynamic, a means of
grace, through eating and drinking at the Lord’s Table. Harding
identified Scripture reading, fellowship with the poor, the Lord’s
Supper, and prayer as means of grace through which God “transform[s]
poor, frail, sinful human being[s] into the likeness of Christ.” 17 E. A.
Elam and E. G. Sewell, heirs to the Lipscomb-Harding emphases, both
used this language frequently.18 The spiritual dynamic is a healthy one
in these writers.
Using Around the Lord’s Table as an example of the
theological matrix in which Churches of Christ observed the Supper
during the 20th century, I will emphasize several dominant
characteristics that run through most, if not all, twenty-seven
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contributors who range from Texas to Tennessee and from Georgia to
Kentucky. The theology and practice of the Supper among 20th century
Churches of Christ may be characterized as: (1) cognitive/mental; (2)
introspective/penitential; (3) vertical/individual; and (4) legal. The
function of the table is fundamentally to bring the cross into full view
and through the eye of understanding to experience the agony, suffering
and sorrow of the death of Jesus. Noting that the “purpose” of the
Lord’s Supper is “strictly monumental and commemorative,” M. C.
Kurfees suggests that the participant—“on the wings of memory”—is
led to the “somber shades and gloom of Gethsemane and by the cruel
cross of Calvary, where, amid earthquake shocks and supernatural
darkness, the story of ineffable love is told in agony and suffering.”
There the communicants linger, remember and commune (by memory)
with the Lord.19
Cognitive and Mental.
Silent “solemn contemplation” is the primary mode in which
the Supper is experienced among Churches of Christ. It is a cognitive
exercise by which the participant “by the eye of faith” sees “the awful
suffering of our Savior that day as he was subjected to the humiliating
indignities that culminated in his ignoble death on the cruel Roman
cross.”20 Through “remembering, reflecting, visualizing” we focus on
the cross rather than the “entire scope of the earth-life of” Jesus. We
“remember the cross.” The intensity of this moment means that “the
worshipper,” Chessor believes, “who has the greater power of
concentration and reflection, and who employs that faculty, will be able
to get greater spiritual benefits.”21 The Lord’s Supper, according to A.
B. Barrett, is the “solemn moment of the worship when…our minds are
carried back to Calvary to see anew the passion of the Lamb of God.”22
Through this “memorial service” we “picture the sufferings of
Christ.”23 Indeed, to “fail” to discern the Lord’s body by “think[ing] of
him as he suffered upon the cross while we engage in this communion
of his body and his blood” is to condemn ourselves since the Supper
“commemorates the tragedy of Calvary.” 24
Introspective and Penitential.
Churches of Christ have generally understood that eating and
drinking is a time of “godly fear and self-examination.”25 Indeed, the
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“worthy manner” of eating and drinking is “to picture the sufferings of
Christ in the agony of the garden and in his crucifixion” which
constitutes the “proper attitude” that “make[s] the individual worship
acceptable to the Lord.”26 The “examination prescribed by Paul is for
the purpose of bringing our thoughts into control, so that we may eat
and drink in the proper spirit and attitude.” 27 It is a moment to “see to it
that we ourselves are in covenant relation with Christ and on praying
terms with God.”28
Vertical and Individual.
With an emphasis on silence, solemnity and contemplation, it
is not surprising to find an individualistic and vertical emphasis. The
horizontal dimension is almost completely absent. Indeed, W. E.
Brightwell bluntly states that “our communion is with the Lord. There
is [horizontal] fellowship, but that is only accidental.”29 R. L.
Whiteside is even more blunt: “In worship people do not commune
with one another…In the worship our communion should be with the
divine being.”30 However, this is not a uniform perspective. Trice
believes that even in the “solemn silence” there is “sweet fellowship
with each other and with the heavenly Father.” 31
Legal Test of Loyalty.
Churches of Christ, perhaps more than the other streams of the
Stone-Campbell Movement, emphasized the legal “sacred duty” to eat
and drink weekly in commemoration of the Lord’s death. 32 We
embraced the language that the Lord’s Supper is a “positive appointment” which functions as an “acid test” of our love. The “observance of
the ordinance tells in large measure who is on the Lord’s side, and vice
versa.”33 It functions as a “test of loyalty.”34 “Can a church member say
he is fighting the good fight and keeping the faith, and at the same
time,” Wrye asks, “ignore, neglect, or forget to obey this positive
command?” 35 Thus, it is the “duty” of every Christian “to proclaim the
death of our Lord in a faithful observance of the Lord’s Supper on
every first day of the week.”36 Further, our observance “cannot do
anything [the Bible] does not require, and…must do all it does require.”
Consequently, we should follow the model in Scripture as close as
possible since it is “safe.”37 Indeed, if we neglect the duty of weekly
communion, “we have no promise of salvation should we die” in that
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neglect. It is “safe” to eat weekly. 38 Churches of Christ come by this
attitude naturally—it is embedded in our consciousness at least from
the time of Tolbert Fanning who wrote, “Without its weekly
observance no one can worship God acceptably, or promise himself the
eternal rewards of Christians.”39
These elements have shaped the practice of Churches of Christ
in the 20th century. There is no movement of those who eat and drink
other than the servers. Communicants are served as they sit silently in
their pews in contemplation of the cross of Christ. There they “silently,
solemnly, sublimely” proclaim the Lord’s death till he comes. 40 In
other words, it is an anthropocentric and individualistic legal duty
performed in memory and proclamation of the death of Jesus.
Churches of Christ in the 20th century lost the emphasis that
Campbell thought was so important to the renewal of the weekly table
in the church. On the one hand we lost the social dimension of the
table—even losing not only the table form but the table itself in some
contemporary churches, and on the other hand, we lost the joyous
nature of the feast.41
Reorienting Future Practice to the Future42
I suggest that the theological notion of “eschatological table”43
(feasting at the kingdom meal) can recover both the social and joyous
intention of Alexander Campbell and, more importantly, the
sacramental experience of the post-resurrection meals of Jesus with his
disciples (e.g., Emmaus). While this point received increased attention
in the 20th century,44 it has not as yet sufficiently informed the theology
nor shaped the practice of the contemporary church.
Given Paul’s phrase “till he come” in 1 Corinthians 11:27, it
would be unlikely for any tradition to ignore the relationship between
the Lord’s Supper and the second coming. But how this relation is
construed is what signals the lack of eschatological reflection. Indeed,
the eschatological meaning of the Supper is usually reduced to the
proclamation and promise of the fact that the Lord will come again.
In Churches of Christ the eschatological relation was often
taken as a temporal frame. This is something we do until Jesus comes.
In other words, Paul gives us the terminus of the Supper. We will
remember him until he is once again present. Then, it is sometimes
said, we will dispense with the meal. Others see Paul’s words as
primarily stating a fact. The meal proclaims the fact of Jesus’ coming.
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Entailed in this proclamation is a corresponding yearning or
anticipation of that future reality. We long for the future, but the
eschatology is wholly future. Still others see Paul’s words as a pledge
of the future. It is not only proclamation but promise. The Supper is a
pledge of the second coming. These may be properly called
eschatological ideas, but they are oriented to temporality, facticity and
promise. They are decidedly futurist. The eschatology of the Supper is
reduced to a promised future fact.
Some early twentieth century scholars recognized something
more in the eschatological character of the Supper. Though much of
Lietzmann’s theory about the origin of the Lord’s Supper as a contrast
between the eschatological joy of Jerusalem meals and the memorialism of Pauline churches is now in disrepute, his emphasis on the meal
character of the Supper and its continuity with the pre-resurrection
meals of Jesus is a significant contribution. 45 Lohmeyer also
emphasized the importance of the meal-parables and meal-acts in the
ministry of Jesus as the impetus for the Eucharist.46 More significantly,
Cullmann reshaped Lietzmann’s theory by emphasizing the postresurrection meals and the Pauline extension of those meals back to the
Last Supper.47 Markus Barth, then, embraced the whole trajectory by
recognizing the continuity between the pre-resurrection, postresurrection and ecclesial meals of Jesus with his disciples.48
In the light of this trajectory of scholarship, recent study has
emphasized the importance of (1) the table in the ministry of Jesus; (2)
the expression of resurrection joy in the post-resurrection meals with
Jesus; and (3) the eschatological presence of Christ in ecclesial meals.
In this line of thinking, the presence of Jesus as host of the kingdom
table is the central feature of the Lord’s Supper.
In the Gospel of Luke the table is the primary “organizing
principle” of Luke’s narrative. 49 He eats with sinners and Pharisees. He
models table etiquette in the kingdom of God. In Jesus God eats with
his people and by meal-acts proclaims what the kingdom of God is
like.50 The table ministry of Jesus forms the backdrop for Luke’s
description of the Last Supper which, according to Wainwright, “was
apparently intended to be the last of the parabolic meal-signs dispensed
by the man who had coming eating and drinking, and next would come
the full feasting in the kingdom.” 51
"Breaking bread" in Luke-Acts is a covenant meal where the
Lord is present as host and the disciples sit together as a community not
only in the hope of the resurrection but in the present experience of the
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alreadiness of the eschaton. Disciples share food with each other as an
expression of the communion that exists among the disciples by virtue
of God’s redemptive act in Jesus. As they eat, they anticipate the
eschatological kingdom. But they did more than anticipate. They
actually experienced the presence of the risen Christ at the table.
The continuity between ministry meals (e.g., Luke 9), the Last
Supper (Luke 22), post-resurrection meals (Luke 24) and ecclesial
meals (Acts 2:42, 46; 20:7-11) is the presence of the living Christ in the
breaking of the bread. “The eschatological prospect held out by Jesus at
the Last Supper,” Wainwright writes, “did not have to await the
church’s eucharist for its fulfillment, let alone remain unfulfilled until a
coming of the kingdom which has even yet not occurred, but was
already fulfilled in the meals which Jesus took with His disciples
immediately after his resurrection.”52 The continuity between the
Gospel of Luke and the breaking of bread in Acts is the eschatological
reality of the resurrected Jesus. It is the continuation of the postresurrection meals. “The Last Supper and those resurrection
appearances,” Torrance writes, “belong together in one sacramental
whole. Though Jesus has withdrawn His visible presence from us, there
is such an intervention by the risen Lord as the invisible reality behind
each celebration of the Lord’s Supper. Jesus Christ is as really present
in the Eucharist as He was on that Easter day to His disciples.”53
"Breaking bread," then, was not a solemn funerary ritual but
the new community’s celebration of the presence of the risen Jesus
through which God revealed the eschaton. The disciples ate with joyous
interaction and enthusiastic generosity as they praised God for his
redemptive work. Joy is pervasive in Luke’s meal stories and is
particularly appropriate to the Eucharist as well as analogous to the joy
that characterized the sacrificial meals of the Old Testament (Deut
12:7, 12, 18; 14:26; 27:7).54 It is one of the great discontinuities
between the meals of Israel, Jesus’ meals in Luke and the contemporary
church that joy is not the most prominent way in which the
contemporary Supper is experienced.
This eschatological joy is rooted in the presence of the living
Christ at the table. As Marshall notes, “Above all, Luke’s contribution
is to stress that the Lord’s Supper is the joyous celebration of the
experience of salvation in the presence of the risen Lord.” 55 In Lucan
theology, it is “the Eucharist which gives the risen Christ, living and
present, to the faithful. So it is that for Christians the Eucharist is the
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great sign of the Lord’s Resurrection, the sign by which they recognize
the Lord as living and present.”56
Yet, as we reflect on the continuing presence of the risen
Christ at the Lord’s table in the church, we are confronted with the
tension that the risen Christ is also absent. Torrance calls this
“eschatological reserve” in the sense that there is “an eschatological lag
waiting for the last Word or the final Act of God.” 57 In our postascension but pre-parousia situation, we live in the tension that Jesus is
both absent and present. He is absent—he no longer walks upon the
earth in the flesh, but sits at the right hand of God. He is present,
however, sacramentally at the table. Consequently, there is continuity
and discontinuity with the post-resurrection meals. While the table
mediates the presence of Christ, it is clear that Jesus is not physically
present in the same sense in which he was present at the postresurrection meals. The Eucharist continues the post-resurrection meals
but in a post-ascension context. Thus, the Eucharist is an anticipation of
the “not yet” character of the eschaton, but is also a sacramental
participation in its “alreadiness.” It is more than a pledge of what is to
come—it is the present experience of the future itself, but it is not yet
the fullness of face-to-face fellowship with the risen Christ.
This tension shapes the Eucharistic practice of the church. The
one who bridges that tension is the Spirit of God. Pneumatology—
being in the Spirit—unites the church with the absent Christ so that he
is truly present at the table. When Christ ascended, he poured out the
Spirit upon his people. The Spirit unites heaven and earth. Moreover,
this is an eschatological Spirit who brings the future into the present.
He himself is not only a down payment, an earnest, or pledge of the
future, but the future is now present through the Spirit. The presence of
the Spirit is the presence of the eschaton.
The presence of the eschatological Spirit in the assembly
gathered around the table pulls us into the fullness of the kingdom of
God. By the Spirit we experience the alreadiness of the kingdom as we
are gathered to God in his throne room. The Eucharistic assembly is
“the sacrament of the coming of the risen Lord, of our meeting and
communion with him ‘at his table in his kingdom’.” Through the
Eucharist the church ascends and enters “into the light and joy and
triumph of the kingdom” in such a way that the Eucharist is a “fully
realized symbol.”58 This is the truth of the Orthodox mantra that the
assembly of the church is “heaven on earth,” or “standing in the temple
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we stand in heaven.”59 “Let us beware,” Chrysostom warns, “that we
do not remain on the earth.” 60
Conclusion
The solemnity and apparent sadness of the Supper’s mood and
form among Churches of Christ does not fit the Emmaus road
experience or the ecclesial meals in Acts. The Supper is an experience
of resurrection joy at the kingdom table. The “Easter meals gave [the
disciples] their understanding of the rite in the Upper Room;” 61 we
disciples recognized the victory of the resurrection as we eat and drink
with Jesus in hope. At the table we bring our “Fridays” to Jesus and
celebrate the victory of Christ on Sunday. The table transforms
“Friday” into “Sunday.” Unfortunately, the church still generally
practices the Supper as if it were still Friday rather than Sunday. But
the point of the Supper is that we celebrate Sunday as we give thanks
for what God did in Jesus. Sunday reinterprets and renews our Fridays
since “the mystery of the Resurrection is sacramentally present in the
Eucharist.”62
If the church embraces eschatological presence at the table as
the already of a not-yet future, the Eucharistic liturgy of the church
should be primarily shaped by hope, joy and spiritual (mystical)
communion. The Disciples’ hymnal Thankful Praise is a good example
of a move in this direction. For example, it emphasizes a table theology
where Jesus sits as host.63 It embodies a “meditative” or “contemplative
joy.”64 This joyous experience is a “present sharing in the
eschatological banquet” rather than simply an “anamnetic thanksgiving.”65 Certainly contemplative joy is consistent with the nature of
the eschatological banquet, but the joy of the eschatological banquet
should not be limited to contemplation. It should be participatory,
interactive and communal as well as table-formed.
The church should not abandon, of course, memorialism (we
remember Jesus) or a sense of mystical presence through the bread and
wine (Calvin’s emphasis). But these perspectives should be brought
under an eschatological horizon.66 As Dix reminds us, "The whole
conception of anamnesis is in itself eschatological…What the church
'remembers' in the eucharist is partly beyond history-the ascension, the
sitting at the right hand of the Father and the second coming." 67
The horizon of the Christian faith is the eschaton. In the
Eucharist we “remember the future” 68 because the eschatological
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human, Jesus the Messiah, is present at the Eucharist as an earnest of
the future. Through the Lord’s Supper disciples experience the
eschatological joy of the risen Christ as he hosts our communal meal.
As an eschatological meal of the partially realized kingdom of God, it
is filled with joyous thanksgiving, grateful anticipation and mystical
communion.
The eschatological horizon reminds us that the root metaphor
of the Eucharist is neither tomb nor altar, but table.69 In the house of
God, as Campbell wrote, there is always the table of the Lord.
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